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Executive Summary
"We have been working with iFlair
since 2008 and have found them
to be technically very competent
and very reliable. It is a pleasure
working with the firm. We have no
hesitation in recommending
iFlair."

Grief Relief is a very easy game to give you more positive
thoughts and feelings. It allows users to choose positive
images and words. It helps them to cope with life in times
of grief after the loss of a loved one, losing a job or breaking
up a relationship. The app uses cognitive bias
modification, a form of therapy used by psychotherapists.

~ Frederick Habbe
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Key Challenges


mind. It really helps to make you feel better during difficult
period in one’s life.

Design and develop PhoneGap App for
the grief relief app to gain positivity.



Track reports and display in graphical
representation.

Application Features


iFlair has developed app that helps to
handle grief after the loss of a loved one
to make daily life easy and convenient.



User selects the number of images
displayed on this page that is either 4
images or 9 images are displayed.



The maximum images are negative and one
image is positive.



User tries to tap the positive image as
quickly as possible.



Points are awarded based on taping
speed on positive image.



As the negative bias will decrease, the
individual score are improved.



User taps on the screen. In app we will set a
reward (an image will be displayed
along with text and sound) after certain
amount of playing minutes, like after 5
minutes, 10 minutes, so on. (The rewards
displayed will be predefined in the app
for each tapping count.)



There is functionality to track their
progress. Whenever the app is used by the
user their record is saved.



User will view their Best Score, Last Score
and Total Session Time.



Graphical representation to track
progress.



Grief Relief App changes a negative bias in
to a positive one, by training subconscious
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Development Environment


PhoneGap



WordPress



MySQL



Responsive HTML/CSS



Ajax, JavaScript, jQuery and JSON

Team Size


1 Project Manager



1 Creative Designer



1 Responsive HTML/CSS Designer



1 JavaScript Developer



1 WordPress Developer



1 PhoneGap Developer



1 Quality Check Analyst
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